I shall deliver on my promise to talk about love letters and cannibalism. As a bonus I shall also say something about the law reports. But these examples will merely serve to illustrate a general thesis: that in reading any text it pays to ask: Why? What? How? In the second part, I shall go into more detail about the How? with particular reference to newspapers and juristic texts.
The term "materials of law study" was first popularized by Professor Brainerd Currie in a seminal article on academic law in America.' It is rather ungainly, but it accurately delineates my subject. "Law study" is broader than legal education as conventionally conceived. For it also encompasses legal research and individual study for a variety of purposes, including self-education about law. "Materials" is rather more homely than the more forbidding and fashionable term "text"; the latter carries associations of swarms of semioticians, phenomenologists, hermeneuticists, discourse analysts, structuralists, narratologists, literary theorists, and even jurists declaiming abstrusely and abstractly about "discourse" and "texts." I am not entirely skeptical about the value of these recent fashions. But here I want to be more pragmatic and down-to-earth. "Materials" suggests something to be used for specific purposes.
The first step in my argument is quite familiar. Despite many attempts, Anglo-American legal scholars and teachers have never managed to break the stranglehold of the law reports on the study of law. Compare today's legal literature with that of twenty or thirty years ago and there is no question that it is broader and more varied than it used to be: Cases and materials now co-exist with casebooks; contextual studies compete with blackletter texts; and most law students are exposed to Reports of Committees and other policy documents, empirical studies, and other kinds of materials. There is even reputed to be a Law and Literature Movement with at least 38 American law schools claiming to offer courses in Law and Literature.' Legal scholarship is also more varied than it was in respect of perspectives, methods, and sources. But the one thing that we do well in a sustained way is to read and use the law reports. I wish neither to overstate nor to labor the point, so let two examples suffice. First, legislation. We pay lip-service to the idea that legislation is at least as important as case law in our political, social, and legal life. Courses on legislation were pioneered in the United States at the start of the century, if not before.' Yet in England 4 VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW Before proceeding to the second stage of the argument, let me anticipate two possible objections. Some students may wonder what all of this has to do with them. "Here is this fellow telling us what we are missing in our legal education. If he's right, there's not much that we can do about it, as we don't control what we have to study-and we are given too much to read anyway." I don't have too many illusions about law students, but it may not be totally unrealistic to think that at least some students, out of interest or necessity, may have occasion to do some law-related reading after they graduate (or even sooner). The gist of my message is that should they ever have occasion to read a statute or a newspaper or a legal biography or a novel or a love letter, they should pause before starting and ask: Why? What? How?
A second objection needs to be considered. It might be asked: What has he got against the law reports? The answer is: not much. There is, of course, a familiar list of their limitations: they are unrepresentative of the law in action-in legal practice and society; they emphasize the pathological rather than the routine and the prophylactic; the problems they treat tend to be narrowly focussed; they are at best slices of legal life abstracted from the total process of litigation; and so on. Far from denigrating the law reports as source material, I believe that they are a vast anthology of concrete, real life problems, solutions, and arguments, selected, organized, and presented in ways that are convenient, accessible, and open to a variety of uses. I shall argue that, in a sense, they represent neglected materials of law study because they tend to be used for a narrower range of purposes than they need be. There is little wrong with the law reports except our tendency to be obsessed by them. Rather it is more useful to treat orthodox use of the law reports as a paradigm of the approach that I wish to advocate.
One reason why reading cases is a successful practice in our tradition is that, generally speaking, we have relatively clear ideas about the Why? the What? and the How? of our readings. In orthodox study we read a case or a series of cases with one or more objectives in mind: for example, to discover how a particular doubt about the law has been resolved; or to garner raw material for constructing an argument; or to find a concrete illustration of some general rule, principle, or problem; or to study an episode in the development of a particular doctrine or a general, authoritative disquisition on a legal topic. We also have a rather clear idea about the nature of the material: how it is constructed and organized, who is responsible, why it has been published, and what is its official status as an authoritative text. Our tradition also does reasonably well in respect of ways of reading, al-though I think that these could be improved by a more self-conscious and direct concern with method." Most students learn to adjust their methods to their purposes-they learn how and when to do a simple precis or a closer or more critical reading and how to case, skim, browse, precis, delve, analyze, compare, synthesize, criticize, or deconstruct. It has been estimated that American law students on average read more than two thousand appellate cases during three years of law school." English undergraduate law students probably read less than half that number. The frequency with which practicing lawyers read the law reports varies considerably. But how many law students have read the whole of one trial record? Five? Ten? How many have read one or more secondary analyses of a cause celebre for a serious purpose, i.e., not just for entertainment? For example, how many have studied a serious account of the The question remains: What justification is there for neglecting this kind of material in our legal cultures? There are some prima facie reasons. Let me quickly dispose of two. First, "these materials are not as accessible as the law reports." In so far as this is true, this is a self-confirming argument. Published records and detailed scholarly accounts of trials are less extensive than the law reports partly because there is no demand for them, other than as entertainment. But, largely because there has been a popular market for such works, there is an extensive literature. The market fluctuates and what gets published is open to the charges of being even more unrepresentative than the law reports. Sensational murders and spy stories dominate the genre. Nevertheless, there is a mass of material that is relatively accessible; there could be more, if there were a demand.
A second reason for neglect relates to the nature of the materials (the What?). Trial records, it is said, tend to be longer, more diffuse, and less well-organized than the law reports. They are unmanageable, even if one knew what one was managing them for. In my opinion, these criticisms are only partly correct. Trials are highly structured events and most trial records are almost as uniformly organized as law reports, though less wellprovided with indexes and other furniture. They do tend to be less succinct 10. On the advantages of the direct as opposed to the "pick-it-up" approach to learning legal skills, see W. TWINING 
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Twining: Reading Law Produced by The Berkeley Electronic Press, 1988 than the law reports, and it takes time and experience to read them in a disciplined way. But this reasoning can be turned on its head: in so far as records are difficult to use because of unfamiliarity, this reflects a general tendency to neglect procedure and trials at first instance in academic law.' 2 The use of this kind of material may help to remedy that neglect. Similarly, it is bizarre that the subject of evidence is still largely studied through appellate cases. In so far as trial records are inherently difficult to manage, this is an additional reason for using them as educational material. For surely an important intellectual skill in legal practice, administration, or academic life is the skill of organizing and managing a complex body of amorphous data. As we shall see, that is one of the main objectives for which I use materials relating to famous trials in my own teaching. The law reports are too neatly packaged for the purpose.
The judicious use of trial records and similar materials can serve other aims. For example, Professor Landsman of Cleveland-Marshall Law School uses them for the purpose of analyzing the conditions and dynamics of alleged miscarriages of justice. When do they occur? What goes wrong? How far can the risks be lessened by improved institutional design? He tells me that his teaching and research in this area floundered and lacked focus until he found and adopted a suitable theoretical framework for undertaking this kind of analysis. 1 3 A seat-of-the-pants approach did not work.
During the past fifteen years or so, I have used and adapted John Henry Wigmore's method of analyzing mixed masses of evidence, using trial records as the main raw material.' The primary learning objectives are fairly clear: students who have undertaken such exercises should have begun to develop techniques of macroscopic analysis (structuring complex arguments from extensive, seemingly amorphous data) and microscopic analysis (very detailed and precise construction and criticism of arguments based on single items of evidence). After some preliminaries, the whole class reads some sixty pages from the trial of Frederick Bywaters and Edith Thompson. 5 As some of you may know, Edith Thompson was hanged for inciting or conspiring with Freddy Bywaters, her lover, to murder her husband. The main, but not the only evidence, against her was a collection of her love letters to Freddy. We spend approximately four weeks in class reading Edith's love letters. I chose the case deliberately for its complexity and because, on one view, if one can analyze Edith's prose, one can analyze anything. Thereafter each student selects a case that interests him or her and subjects it to intensive analysis. It is great fun and rewarding to teach; it is a great sweat, but rewarding to learn. We try not to lose sight of the primary objective, which is to master a fairly simple, but demanding, intellectual procedure. The educational rewards tend to go far beyond the development of a single analytical skill.
What, precisely, are these other rewards? I am unable to give a confident answer, partly because the rewards vary from student to student and are unplanned. It is also because it is often the case that what we learn or teach goes beyond our capacity to articulate clear learning objectives or precise criteria of success. For example, I recommend to my students that they should read the novel based on the case by F. Tennyson Jesse, A Pin To See The Peepshow. 6 This excellent book produces very positive reactions from those who read it, but who is to say what, if anything, they have learned from the experience? What, precisely, did you learn from the last novel that really gripped you?
This poses some difficult questions in educational theory: to what extent must our answer to the Why? be formulated as learning objectives that can be specified in behavioral terms? 1 " To what extent should teachers or learners embark on educational enterprises in an open-ended way with no clear objectives? My bias is to try to articulate learning objectives in a disciplined way, but not to allow the theories of Bloom and Mager to force me to distrust my intuition that some text is really worthwhile in some openended way.
In the history of legal education there have been some brave attempts to teach law through literature."s After all, Bleak House, the Antigone, A Man for All Seasons, Kafka's The Trial, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, and many courtroom dramas seem to beg to be used in enlightened 16 (1964) . On the application of the approach to legal education, see Pirie, Objectives in Legal Education, 37 J. LEG. EDUC. 576 (1987) .
18. These have been usefully surveyed by Gemmette, supra note 2. A striking feature of this survey is that almost none of the statements of objectives of the courses covered conforms to the Bloom-Mager model for the formulation of educational objectives. The most succinct statement is by Barbara A. Burnett: "Fun." Gemmette comments that this is not only the most honest statement, but also "one of the best reasons for teaching the course." Gemmette, supra note 2, at 311.
Twining: Reading Law Produced by The Berkeley Electronic Press, 1988 courses that seriously try to live up to the claims that the study of law can be a vehicle for genuinely liberal education. Law journals contain occasional descriptions of attempts to use literature in law teaching. I myself have tried to base a class about interrogation and confessions on the marvelous passages in Dostoyevsky's Crime and Punishment in which Porfiri Petrovich plays cat-and-mouse with Raskolnikov. 9
On the last occasion that I tried to use it, the dialogue proceeded along the following lines:
Self: "How do you find the readings this week?" Class: (in chorus) "Great!" Self: "What did you think of the account of the second meeting between Porfiri and Raskolnikov?" Student: "It said it all, man." Self: "That's it then."
This experience did not undermine my belief in the text, but the class was a failure. The fault lay with the teacher rather than the material-I just did not know how to use it.
What is striking about most such experiments is that they have failed to become institutionalized, even at the margins." The major exception to this generalization is James Boyd White's The Legal Imagination. 2 " This is an American coursebook-anthology that draws very largely from literary sources and includes a significant amount of poetry. It explores in great detail and depth analogies between literary and legal interpretation, and the operation of language and values in legal and literary imagination. Not only has White taught successful courses in Chicago and Michigan based on these materials, but his book has been reissued in paperback. 2 I happen to disagree with White's theory of legal interpretation 2 3 and I am frankly skeptical of any suggestion that Jane Austen's Emma is a book about law, 24 but the success of the enterprise is both significant and welcome. Perhaps the key lies in the fact that James Boyd White is a Professor of both Law and Literature and that he has borrowed techniques from literary education 19. F. DOSTOYEVSKY, CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, esp. 111.5, IV.5, V.2 (D. Magarshak trans. 1951) .
20. Gemmette's survey suggests that this statement may no longer be true in the United States. She found that, out of 135 law schools that responded to her survey, 38 offered a course on Law and Literature in 1987. Whether these will become regular offerings remains to be seen. Gemmette, supra note 2, at 267-68.
21. J. B. WHITE, THE LEGAL IMAGINATION (1973, abr. ed. 1986 [Vol. 24
Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] On this note of caution, let us turn 'to cannibalism. In recent years there has been published a number of contextual studies of leading cases, such as M 'Naghten, Carlill v. Carbolic, Rylands v. Fletcher, Palsgraf v. Long Island, American Banana v. United Fruit, Hadley v. Baxendale, and Regina v. Dudley and Stephens. 25 In each instance, a leading case familiar to most law students has been studied in detail in its particular historical context. Very often such treatment significantly changes one's perceptions or understanding of the original case. One enthusiastic advocate of this approach, Professor (now Judge) John Noonan has said: "(It) is my own belief that about half of law school should be devoted to studying cases in this historical way. A curriculum based almost totally on appellate opinions, while excellent for stimulating analysis, distorts what actually happened." 2 Although I have both enjoyed and benefited from these studies, I think that this is overselling contextualism. Some of the reasons for this are illustrated by Brian Simpson's book Cannibalism and the Common Law. 2 " This is a learned, ghoulish, and highly entertaining study of Regina v. Dudley and Stephens, the leading case on the defense of necessity at common law. The defendants were convicted of murder for killing and eating the cabin boy of the shipwrecked vessel Mignonette in order to save their own lives. The book is well-written, scholarly, enjoyable, and illuminating. But what, precisely, does it illuminate? From it you can learn about the immediate background to the case; about the custom of the sea in respect of emergencies; about cannibalism on land and sea, its culinary and gastronomic aspects, and the songs it provoked. You can also read about the growth of the 
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about the golden age of yachting. 28 One even gains quite a lot of insight into the dilemmas and hypocrisies of necessity as a justification and excuse.
And like other such studies, it shows that the law reports often conceal as much as they reveal about the cases that they report.
"The fox knows many things; but the hedgehog knows one big thing." ' 29 Cannibalism and the Common Law is definitely a foxy book. Both as a work of scholarship and as potential educational material, it is a splendid failure. The best scholarship and the best education focus on specific questions and have at least some fairly clear touchstones of relevance. Cannibalism and the Common Law lacks focus. It is in essence a product of serious scholarship that has been presented to the world as a work of entertainment. Some of the colorful characters and stories that add to our enjoyment divert attention from any central theme or theories that there might have been. Yet, sadly, I fear that Professor Simpson may have made the right choice. For if he had presented us with a more focussed case study of necessity or strategic litigation or official hypocrisy, it would have attracted far less attention with no corresponding benefit. Presented as material for law study it would probably have been neglected. Simpson was faced with a dilemma familiar to legal scholars. If you present unconventional material in unusual form, it probably will not be used; if you present it in palatable form, it may be consumed, but for no apparent purpose. The paradox of contextual studies of leading cases is that a case becomes leading because it raised and perhaps resolved an issue of law of general significance; this issue becomes abstracted from the original context of the particular historical event. It is largely a matter of serendipity whether or not leading cases provide good material for detailed case studies. The significance of an historical case study is normally determined by criteria other than doctrinal importance. Thus, works like Simpson's can play a useful role in reminding us of the connections between law and ordinary or not-soordinary life, but I do not think that they can provide a staple diet for even a truly humanistic study of law.
To restate the argument to date: in our practice of the discipline of law we tend to neglect a wide range of potentially valuable texts. But if such texts are to become a regular part of the materials used for studying law in our legal culture, we need to develop clear ideas about why we are reading them, their nature and limitations as raw material, and what methods of reading a given kind of material are suitable for different purposes. We should recognize that our capacity to learn and to understand often outruns our capacity to articulate clear learning objectives, but this should not be an excuse for abandoning a relatively purposeful approach.
28. See also the amusing index, especially the entry under "Cannibalism." 29. Archilocus (Diehl, Frag. 103).
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The next step is to propose a reasonably disciplined method for exploiting this rich heritage of neglected materials. The germ of such a method is found in the general precept that I have already given: in approaching any text, ask Why? What? How? (Why am I reading this text? What is the nature of this text? What method is suited for reading this text for this purpose?). To a large extent the Why? should determine the What? and the How? By and large, purpose should determine the selection of material and should indicate (or at least provide a test of) what method is appropriate. Of course, life is not in practice so simple, but this general approach is a straightforward way of maintaining a sense of direction. One implication of the proposition that the Why? tends to dominate the What? and the How? is that a systematic methodology for exploiting potential materials of law study presupposes a coherent theory of the nature and objectives of such study. This opens up the Pandora's box of the competing aims and objectives of legal education and legal research." My central thesis, however, will fit a wide range of different educational and scholarly priorities.
Suppose we decide that we want to explore our notions of what constitutes excellent or deviant behavior by an appellate judge. An obvious, but not yet hackneyed, approach would be to select a sample of judgments that are conventionally viewed as models of excellence, or the reverse, and to consider what reasons might be given for admiring or criticizing them. An exercise I sometimes do with first year students is to take some well-known judgments of Lord Denning at his best (e.g., Candler v. Crane Christmas)"' and at his worst (e.g., Ward v. Bradford)" and then to move on to a case that tends to produce more ambivalent reactions, Miller v. Jackson." The following is from the opening paragraph of Lord Denning's judgment in Miller:
In summer time village cricket is the delight of everyone. [The Millers, one asks?] Nearly every village has its own cricket field where the young men play and the old men watch. In the village of Lintz in County Durham they have their own ground, where they have played for these last 70 years. They tend it well. The wicket area is well rolled and mown. The outfield is kept short. It has a good club-house for the players and seats for the onlookers. The village team play there on Saturdays and Sundays. They belong to a league, competing with the neighbouring vil- lages. On other evenings after work they practice while the light lasts. Yet now after these 70 years a judge of the High Court has ordered that they must not play there any more. He has issued an injunction to stop them. He has done it at the instance of a newcomer who is no lover of cricket. This newcomer has built or has had built for him, a house on the edge of the cricket ground which four years ago was a field where cattle grazed. The animals did not mind the cricket. [How was this proved?] But now this adjoining field has been turned into a housing estate. The newcomer bought one of the houses on the edge of the cricket ground.
No doubt the open space was a selling point. Now he complains that, when a batsman hits a six, the ball has been known to land in his garden or on or near his house. His wife has got so upset about it that they always go out at weekends. They do not go into the garden when cricket is being played. They say that this is intolerable. So they asked the judge to stop the cricket being played. And the judge, much against his will, has felt that he must order the cricket to be stopped; with the consequences, I suppose, that the Lintz Cricket Club will disappear. The cricket ground will be turned to some other use. I expect for more houses or a factory. The young men will turn to other things instead of cricket. The whole village will be much the poorer. And all this because of a newcomer who has just bought a house there next to the cricket ground." '
In the course of three pages Denning uses the word "newcomer" five times and "70 years" six times. What is he up to? Is this judge-like behavior?
Tempting as it is, I do not intend to analyze this passage here. 3 5 The judgment as a whole has received a mixed reaction: Cricket lovers and environmentalists love it; property owners and precedent lovers tend to dislike it; many are ambivalent-some like the outcome, but sense that "the rhetoric" (note the term) is "over the top." "Lord Denning departed from the high standards of the judge and adopted the mantle of the advocate," wrote one critic. 3 6 Yet the same commentator considered it an excellent example of the art of persuasion. 7 It is fairly obvious that one can have great fun analyzing Lord Denning's intentions, who he thought his audience was, how persuasive his argument is, and in what respects he is deviating from conventional norms of judicial excellence and propriety. Whether one adopts a 34. Id. 37. Id. [Vol. 24 Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] , Art. 1 https://scholar.valpo.edu/vulr/vol23/iss1/1 common sense approach or borrows more sophisticated techniques from a neighboring discipline, such as literature or rhetoric or semiotics, it is obvious that the Why? of this reading requires a different How? from the conventional ones. It is only slightly less obvious that all judgments can be viewed as exercises in rhetoric and can be subjected to scrutiny as such. 3 8
See
The differences between sophisticated and common sense techniques is that the former tend to subject the text to sharper questions. Both seem to me to be valid and neglected ways of reading the law reports for this purpose. Why? To clarify notions of excellence in writing judgments. What? Examples of judgments considered to be excellent or deviant or about which there is some ambivalence. How? Asking questions of the text designed to elicit what are considered to be acceptable criteria of propriety, validity, and cogency in judicial reasoning.
A very different kind of analysis involves trying to diagnose in depth what factor or factors in a reported case occasioned difficulty or doubt either in the minds of the judge(s) in the case itself or in subsequent cases. This involves the systematic diagnosis of what can be called "the conditions of doubt" in a given context of interpretation. I have elaborated this method elsewhere. 39 It can take one far beyond intuition in identifying the factors that made or make the case problematic and in providing a basis for constructing arguments. The technique is quite simple: it involves little more than running through a check-list of possible factors that tend to give rise to difficulties in interpretation. These fall into four broad categories: 4 events before the creation of the rule; factors relating to the nature and form of the rule itself, such as bad drafting or a poor fit between instrument and purpose; factors coming into existence after the rule, such as changes in values or other legal rules or technology or the social or political context; and finally, peculiar features of the particular case, such as particular conditions of sympathy or fairness (what Karl Llewellyn called "fireside equities"") or the likely undesirable consequences of a particular outcome of the case, such as creating a diplomatic incident. What is striking about this kind of analysis is that it involves a different kind of reading from normal case analysis. It involves systematically asking a series of more sharply focussed questions about why a given rule or text is difficult or puzzling or controversial, before moving on to conventional analysis. More often than not one finds that several factors combine, some of which may be overlooked or underplayed by more intuitive reading.
38. There is now an extensive literature about different kinds of reading of the law reports, which is by no means confined to different fashions in "deconstruction." Recent English examples include P. GOODRICH, READING THE LAW (1986) and Davies, Reading Cases, 50 MOD. L. REV. 409 (1987 So far, I have suggested that there is a wide range of materials of law study that are under-exploited largely because we have not developed conscious and systematic techniques for reading and using them. The potential of even the law reports is not realized in our practices largely because we are unselfconscious about our methods of reading. I have also hinted that the key lies in knowing what questions to ask and developing habits of asking such questions in a systematic way. In the next section I shall try to develop this theme in relation to some specific kinds of reading of some particular kinds of text. Some of what I am suggesting may sound at once simple-minded and radical. But perhaps we can agree on one point: The art of questioning should be one of the main skills of any law-trained person.
Knowing what questions to ask is the first step to wisdom, as Kipling clearly recognized: 42 I keep six honest serving-men; (They taught me all I know) Their names are What and Where and When And How and Why and Who. I send them over land and sea, I send them east and west; But after they have worked for me, I give them all a rest. I let them rest from nine to five, For I am busy then, As well as breakfast, lunch and tea, For they are hungry men. But different folk have different views; I know a person small -She keeps ten million serving-men, Who get no rest at all! She sends 'em abroad on her own affairs, From the second she opens her eyes -One million Hows, two million Wheres, And seven million Whys! II. READING LAW II: SOME APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS In this section, I propose to illustrate some of the potential of a systematic approach to texts by considering two specific examples in more depth. The central theme remains the idea of putting texts to the question. In order to do this I shall focus on two texts that I use in my own teaching. I shall concentrate on some specific educational objectives, but for present Vol. 24 Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] , Art. 1 https://scholar.valpo.edu/vulr/vol23/iss1/1 purposes education and scholarship in this context have shared aims: they are part of the general enterprise of understanding law. First, we shall look at one specific exercise involving newspapers. Next, we can have a second helping of cannibalism, by examining Lon Fuller's The Case of the Speluncean Explorers as a vehicle for exploring the nature of legal theory.' 3 Finally, I shall try to link my thesis about materials of law study to a broad conception of legal theory within the discipline of law.
The Newspaper Exercise
In recent years I have persuaded my colleagues to join in a collaborative effort that we call "The Newspaper Exercise." This is the very first assignment we give to entering law students; indeed, we ask them to prepare for it before they arrive in our law school. We ask each of them to read every word of a non-tabloid (i.e. up-market) newspaper published in the week before they embark on their legal education. One version of the precise instructions is as follows:
The Newspaper Exercise: The Pervasiveness of Law in Society
Buy a copy of the Guardian or the Times or the Telegraph, preferably for the last week of September of this year. Read through all of it marking with a coloured pencil or pen all the passages which have some clear "law-related" content. Calculate the number of column inches which, in your view, are devoted to legal or law-related matters. Then answer the questions below. Before starting on this exercise:
(i) stipulate your working definition of "legal" and "lawrelated";
(ii) work out a method for calculating the amount of space devoted to "law-related" content; and (iii) devise a rough scheme for categorizing the type of material.
Questions
1. What branches of the law would you expect regularly to feature in or be relevant to understanding items in:
(i) the sports pages; 
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3. Which features more prominently in your newspaper: legislation? case law? 'non-legal' rules?
4. Identify two passages in your newspaper that you would expect would be more easily understood by a person with a law degree.
5. What lessons have you learned from doing this exercise? Bring your marked copy with you to the first tutorial. To do this exercise should take you not less than four and not more than six hours. This exercise can be interpreted and used in various ways. The constraints of time, team-teaching, and the particular context dictate that we treat this quite lightly and informally. We devote only one hour of classroom time to discussing it, and later I make some informal comments in part of a lecture. In short, we do not try to exploit its full potential. Despite, or perhaps because of, this relatively light treatment, the exercise is generally well-received, but one wonders whether it makes a lasting impact. In the first tutorial my colleagues ask different questions and emphasize different points. Students, when asked, claim to have learned, or to have been reminded of, a remarkable range of lessons: that contract is everywhere; that administrative law is almost as important as contract in interpreting the sports pages; that it helps to know something about Islamic law in order to understand reports in the business section as well as foreign news; that the Financial Times contains rather good drama criticism. Perhaps the highest compliment about his undergraduate legal education that I have heard paid by a former student was that he left equipped to read every page of the Financial Times with a discerning and critical eye.
The Newspaper Exercise is designed to convey one central set of messages to beginning law students: Law is interesting, pervasive, dynamic, and relevant to most aspects of private and public life; it features on the sports pages, the Arts pages, in the business section, and the foreign section, as well as in the more obvious places; all school-leavers know quite a lot of law already and they have had practical experience of it as criminals, tortfeasors, licensees, contractors, tenants, debtors, violators of copyright, and slanderers. What is encompassed by the notion of "law" is highly elusive, but the most important message of all is that law is capable of being fascinating as a subject of study.
One way of evaluating the potential of this and other kinds of readings of newspapers as a means of understanding law is to seek to formalize this exercise in terms of learning objectives. To put the matter briefly, one could rationalize the pedagogical objectives of the exercise in some such terms as [Vol. 24 Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] , Art. 1 https://scholar.valpo.edu/vulr/vol23/iss1/1 these. The exercise has both affective and cognitive objectives, as well as some that fall in the grey area of "consciousness-raising." The affective aspects are probably achieved, at least temporarily, for most students merely by spending a few hours on a single newspaper. At least the idea is sown that it is possible for law study to be fascinating, dynamic, and concerned with issues that are truly important for ordinary people as well as in political and economic life. This, in turn, may start the process of undermining a different image of law as fustian, esoteric, drily technical, and tedious. Such an image may represent the expectations of English students more than their older American counterparts, and it may be less prevalent in England today than it was twenty years ago.
There are also some cognitive lessons built into the exercise. One learns that it is difficult to identify what is "legal" or "legally relevant", that the first step in legal diagnosis is classifying legal issues in terms of fields of law, and that real life situations do not come neatly parcelled in legal categories-torts do not walk typically into your office ready labeled, and that this is one reason why law reports and legal textbooks tend to be artificially de-contextualized and abstracted from "real life." More fundamentally, reading a newspaper through legal lenses can provide one starting-point for developing two related themes about the broader significance of legal perspectives. First, consider how much the discourse of newspapers is expressed in terms of concepts that take their meaning from law. "Murder," "marriage," "alien," "income tax," "tenant," and "heir," are obvious examples of terms in everyday use that are both constituted and given precision by law. Turn to the business section and the phenomenon is even more striking: "corporation," "bankruptcy," "debentures," "mergers," "take-overs," "insider dealing," "charities." Indeed, one might ask, which important concepts of the business news do not derive their precise meanings from law?
Perhaps less obvious is how many institutions and dignitaries can only be defined and explicated by reference to law: What is the Federal Trade Commission or the F.B.I.? What are the powers, authority, and status of the Director-General of Fair Trading, a Commissioner for baseball, an Archbishop or an Ayatollah? These are all legal questions. And the legal perspective as a lens for interpreting the news goes beyond concepts. For example, only legally-informed people can give answers to some questions that are central to in-depth interpretation of the Salman Rushdie affair. What is the meaning of the alleged death sentence? Who has authority to pronounce it in what circumstances? With what specific offenses against Islam is Rushdie charged? Are these "offenses" against religion or law, or is there no such distinction? What, if any, crimes have been committed in England by those who have supported or repeated the Ayatollah's sentence? Is there anything in the book itself that is criminal or actionable or otherwise illegal in any of the countries in which it has been distributed? Is a given government's decision to take no action against the book based on law or policy or a combination of the two? What are the limits of freedom of speech for authors and Ayatollahs in different countries? Take any public event and one cannot go far before in-depth understanding and interpretation involve addressing lawyers' questions.
Reading a newspaper in this way illustrates the point that legal lenses are essential to understanding society as much as non-legal lenses are necessary to understanding law. But having created or reinforced awareness of the general point, can we use newspapers to carry it further? The short answer is "yes", but as with other under-exploited materials of law study, one cannot go very far without disciplined answers to the What? the Why? and the How? The uses and limitations of newspapers (and other types of public media) for purposes of understanding aspects of the interrelations between law and society depend on a sophisticated understanding of the What? Who owns them? How are they structured, constructed, and produced? What is the influence of economic, ideological, and other factors on the selection, presentation, and interpretation of news? and so on. My impression is that to date, in England and the United States, there are some interesting particular examples, such as studies of law-related "moral panics" and the image of law and lawyers in the media" but little sustained research or literature. There are some well-developed tools within media studies, such as content analysis, and from a different quarter, deconstruction, but so far I know of no sustained attempt to address the What? the Why? and the How? of using newspapers and other public media as materials for studying law.
Cannibalism Again: "The Case of the Speluncean Explorers"
For my next example, I want to turn to a classic of Jurisprudence in order to carry one stage further the notion of putting texts to the question. The text is Lon Fuller's The Case of the Speluncean Explorers. The fact that I intend to subject it to quite stringent criticism should be taken as a compliment: normally, only classics deserve such attention.
. Before describing and criticizing the text from a particular perspective, let me briefly state my own view of legal theory. 45 Jurisprudence is the theoretical part of law as a discipline. A theoretical question is a question posed at a relatively high level of generality; a philosophical question is one posed at a very high level of abstraction. "What constitutes valid reasoning?" is a philosophical question. "What constitutes valid reasoning about questions of law?" is a question of legal philosophy. "What constitutes valid reasoning in American state appellate courts?" or "in the English Court of Appeal?" are still sufficiently general to be regarded as questions belonging to legal theory, but they are not purely philosophical questions, because answering them also requires some familiarity with particular institutional contexts." Jurisprudence is thus equivalent to legal theory, but is wider than legal philosophy. Since generality is a relative matter, theory cannot be sharply separated from particular fields of study. Theory knows no boundaries. Since there is no necessary correlation between generality and utility or uselessness, the idea that all theory is useful or useless is a fallacy, just as contrasting theory and practice involves a false dichotomy.
Teachers of Jurisprudence generally fall into one of two categories-those who teach about Jurisprudence and those who ask their students to do it. In most countries Jurisprudence is seen as a vast heritage of classic or near-classic texts, from which a very few are selected for study; so one reads bits of the work of Hart or Fuller or Aristotle or Aquinas or Dworkin; one learns about their ideas; and one interprets and criticizes them. In the other approach, theorizing is seen as an activity involving posing, refining, answering, and arguing about important general questions relating to law, ideally to stimulate students to work out their own positions in a coherent and relatively informed way." 7 The range of significant questions is not as vast as the heritage of attempted answers, but nevertheless selection is still necessary in almost any Jurisprudence course. So even in the activity courses, attention tends to be focussed on a few questions from one sphere of legal theory, such as ethical or epistemological questions or questions about reasoning about disputed issues of law. I am a late convert to the idea of treating theorizing as an activity rather than a subject. I still use selected texts as the main means for raising questions and getting students to develop their own answers through dialogue with the text. The difference is one of emphasis, but it is significant: we study questions raised by Bentham or Dworkin and their attempted answers as a means to clarifying our own views on the significance of the questions and the validity of our own answers. We are not studying Bentham or Dworkin as such."' 46. For example, philosophers who contribute to discussions of "legal reasoning" tend to assume that the distinction between questions of fact and questions of law can be treated as unproblematic in judicial contexts and that "legal reasoning" is the only or the main or the most distinctive kind of reasoning engaged in by lawyers, judges, and other participants in legal processes. See RETHINKING EVIDENCE, supra note 7 passim.
47. LEGAL THEORY AND COMMON LAW, supra note 45, ch. 13.
48. The problems of anachronistic reading of juristic texts are explored further in my Maccabean Lecture in Jurisprudence entitled "Reading Bentham." (Proceedings of the British Academy, forthcoming 1990).
Twining: Reading Law
Produced by The Berkeley Electronic Press, 1988
My conception of legal theory and legal theorizing is relevant here because I start my courses on Jurisprudence with The Case of the Speluncean Explorers. I use it, first, to present and discuss different conceptions of Jurisprudence, and, second, to suggest a particular method of reading juristic texts as a vehicle for stimulating students to clarify their own ideas.
Given that the objective of reading juristic texts is to enter into intelligent dialogue with them, and given that the texts are selected because they raise important questions and suggest answers, reasons, and perspectives bearing on those questions, what might be a reasonably systematic way of reading such texts for this purpose? Over the years I have developed a quite simple and flexible method. I ask students to approach any juristic text at three levels: the historical, the analytical, and the applied.
The extent to which the historical context of a work is important in interpreting and evaluating it has been a matter of central concern to theologians, intellectual historians, literary theorists, and jurists, among others. Here one can by-pass some of those controversies, 49 because our reading is for a specific ahistorical purpose: the text is being used as a means to clarifying one's own views on significant questions today. Why, then, bother about history at all? A brief answer is that at the very least setting the text in its historical context can help one to identify the central concerns of the author and hence enter into an intelligent dialogue with the text in a way that avoids some of the cruder caricatures that contaminate much secondary writing about Jurisprudence. It also can have other uses, as I shall illustrate with reference to the Speluncean Explorers. Usually it is quite sufficient for this particular purpose to learn enough about the background of the text and its author to establish the general nature of his enterprise and its underlying concerns. In short: What was biting him? (Most classic jurists are, alas, still male.).
Translating concerns into questions marks the transition from the historical to the analytical mode of reading. And as Professor Hart has shown, some articulated questions are very poor expressions of their underlying coricerns. 5 0 If one is puzzled about the meaning of a familiar abstract word, such as "law" or "right" or "justice," a question expressed in the form of a dictionary definition is unlikely to be helpful. If one interprets Holmes's
The Path of the Law 5 ' as an expression of concern about legal education at Harvard becoming out of touch with the realities of everyday legal practice, then it is strange to read it as a ' text centrally concerned with the question What is law? and intended to launch a general theory of law. 5 2 Identifying, 49. Id. 50. Hart, Definition and Theory in Jurisprudence, 70 L. Q. REV. 37 (1953) . 51. Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 HARV. L. REV. 457 (1897) . 52. Twining, The Bad Man Revisited, 58 CORNELL L. REV. 275 (1973) . [Vol. 24 Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] , Art. 1 https://scholar.valpo.edu/vulr/vol23/iss1/1 clarifying, and, if necessary, reposing questions involves interpretation and is often not a straightforward matter.
The most basic kind of analytical reading can be designated as "reading for plot." What questions does this text address? What answers does it propose? What are the alleged justifications for the answers? Elementary reading for plot provides the basis for the next step in dialectical reading: Do I agree with the questions? Do I agree with the answers? Do I agree with the reasons? This process of dialogue can be extended in many directions almost indefinitely, again depending on one's purposes and the value of reading this text for those purposes. In my experience, Holmes's The Path of the Law, like Hamlet, yields fresh interpretations, insights, and puzzles at each reading-perhaps the highest compliment one can pay to any text. Of the analysis of texts there is no end, but in this context, the suggested method provides an economical and disciplined basis for entering into worthwhile dialogues without getting bogged down unnecessarily.
The third level, rather uncomfortably designated as "the applied," involves exploring particular implications and applications of the questions, answers, and reasons attributed to the text and alternatives developed in the course of the dialogue. Theorizing involves considering particulars in relation to general ideas. To put the matter briefly and crudely: In studying Bentham's classic exposition of the principle of utility in An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, 5 3 we begin by clarifying Bentham's concerns. What seems to be a plausible interpretation of this version of his utilitarianism developed in that text? Is this the least vulnerable interpretation of utilitarianism in the view of the reader (this may involve looking at other texts)? The purpose is to stimulate each student to develop an answer to the question: Am I a utilitarian? Moving to the applied level is a means of testing out a position provisionally adopted at the general level: Does utilitarianism necessarily commit you both to vegetarianism and to justifying torture and punishment of the innocent in extreme circumstances? If so, are you sure you are a utilitarian? And so on. This, in outline form, is a simple recommended intellectual procedure for a systematic approach to the reading of juristic texts for a given purpose. Let us apply it briefly to The Case of the Speluncean Explorers by way of illustration. 
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Twining: 58 Four members of the Speluncean Society had been trapped in an underground cave. Stupendous efforts were made to rescue them, at the cost of ten lives and a great deal of money. By the twentieth day the unfortunate explorers decided that they could only avoid death by starvation before they could be rescued if they killed and ate one of their number. One of them, Whetmore, suggested that they should decide who should be the victim by casting dice. The others agreed only after much hesitation, whereupon 55. Supra note 43, at 645. Fuller's general views on the teaching of jurisprudence are outlined in Fuller, The Place and Uses of Jurisprudence in the Law School Curriculum, I J. LEGAL EDUC. 495 (1949) [Vol. 24 Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] , Art. 1 https://scholar.valpo.edu/vulr/vol23/iss1/1
Whetmore declared that he withdrew from the arrangement. The others decided to go ahead and one of them cast the dice on Whetmore's behalf. The throw went against Whetmore and he was killed and eaten. In due course the survivors were rescued and charged with murder. The report contains five individual judgments, each of which adopts a seemingly different approach.
Fuller's standpoint in this context was that of a Socratic teacher, and this was not intended as a coherent statement of his own views. However, his views can to some extent be inferred from the opinion of Foster, J., and, indirectly, from the element of caricature in his treatment of some of the other judges. His perennial concern with problems of value is revealed by the single question he appended to the case in his collection of materials entitled The Problems of Jurisprudence:
It is fairly clear that the root difficulty in the case of the Speluncean Explorers lies in the fact that values ordinarily protected by law have come into irreconcilable conflict, so that one must be sacrificed if the other is to be preserved. In the case as it is put the values in conflict are human lives. Would it be possible to construct a similar case in which one property value was pitted irreconcilably against another? If it is more difficult to construct such a case, why is this so?"
The standard way of reading the case is to identify the issues and the competing positions taken on each of them. It is widely regarded as an excellent way of starting a Jurisprudence course. However, in the present context, let us look at it in terms of Fuller's conception of Jurisprudence: What did he consider to be central questions and what did he consider to be the most important competing approaches or theories?
We can restate the main issues in the case in non-Fullerian language as follows: 
(a) reaching (b) justifying a judicial decision in a hard case? What is the relationship between (a) and (b)? In particular, should public opinion be taken into account in reaching and justifying such decisions?
6. Do (a) citizens (b) judges owe an indefeasible duty of fidelity to law?
The five judges take a variety of positions on each.of these issues. Three of them think that the killing was excusable to some degree, allowing for mitigation. Keen, J., implies that it may be completely justifiable, and Tatting, J., seems unsure of the morality of the action. Truepenny and Keen consider that the accused were nonetheless guilty of murder; Handy and Foster, JJ., would quash the conviction; Tatting, J., considers the case too hard and withdraws, with the result that, the court being equally divided, the conviction is affirmed. In justifying their decisions, Truepenny and Keen concentrate on the wording of the statute, which they consider to be clear; Tatting relies on precedent and analogy; Foster appeals to purpose, which he considers to be in conflict with and to override the wording; and Handy decides on "common sense" backed by articulated public opinion. Each of the judges expresses his views on the role of judges in hard cases and their relationship to other officials (in this case the prosecutor, the Chief Executive, and the Legislature).
Analysis II. Critique
The Case of the Speluncean Explorers raises a rich range of issues and arguments. It is splendid pedagogical material; it is readable, profound, and calculated to engage the interest and concern of all but the most closed-minded students. It forces students to clarify their own positions on a number of questions and to see how those views relate to different intellectual traditions. Subliminally, it communicates two important messages: Jurisprudence can be enjoyable and "relevant." When, like many teachers, I use it in class, we address the substantive issues it raises, and I ask students to note with which judge they have instinctively identified to start with and to review this at the end of the course. It is not a bad touchstone of selfdefinition.
Here, I want to consider the text as an indication of Fuller's picture of the world of Jurisprudence. In a Postscript Fuller claims that "the case was constructed for the sole purpose of bringing into common focus certain divergent philosophies of law and government .. . [which] presented men with live questions of choice in the days of Plato and Aristotle and which are among the permanent problems of the human race." 60 60. Supra note 43, at 645. [Vol. 24 Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] , Art. 1 https://scholar.valpo.edu/vulr/vol23/iss1/1 How far is the last claim sustained from the perspective of 1989? Speluncean Explorers brings together a number of standard issues in Legal Theory and illustrates their interconnectedness: positive law and the law of nature; the relationship between law and morals; different modes of interpreting statutes and reasoning about questions of law; the proper role of judges and its relationship to the roles of the legislator and various executive roles; the relationship between law and public opinion; and the ultimate basis of government and the nature of fidelity to law.
Single cases or case-studies are useful as dramatizing and concretizing devices, but they have limitations as vehicles for presenting comprehensive or systematic overviews. In 1948 one might have been able to suggest a number of improvements; for example, instead of presenting a near-consensus on the morality of the action, one judge could have been a moral absolutist maintaining an indefeasible right to life, another a moral nihilist or skeptic, maintaining that moral judgments are nonsensical or purely subjective expressions of opinion, a third a utilitarian and so on. Similarly, more than one different kind of purposive interpretation could have been illustrated (for example, principled, consequentialist, or the Golden Rule) and a wider range of philosophies of government. One could also suggest that standard kinds of Legal Positivism (as represented by Austin and Kelsen) could have been presented more starkly and that Handy, J., is a rather unsympathetic caricature of a Realist.
These are by no means fatal flaws. Indeed, a good discussion can bring out most of the points. Similarly, it is not difficult to up-date Fuller's version. It is quite possible, as an example of working at the applied level, to set an exercise of writing a judgment in the case from some point of view not canvassed by Fuller, especially approaches that have come into prominence since his day. This works well with approaches, such as that of Ronald Dworkin or Economic Analysis of Law or some versions of Critical Legal Studies, that share Fuller's concern with the nature of appellate judging. It also works quite well with actual judges, such as Lord Denning, Lord Simmonds, or Judge Posner. It does not work so well with approaches that are less court-centered or are concerned with other issues, such as Marxism, Anarchism, Feminism, or macro-sociological theories. The central questions addressed by such theories tend to be rather different. Thus, one student purporting to write a feminist judgment in the case concluded that it raised no difficult issues at all since the person eaten was a man. Whether or not one finds that amusing, it trivializes the concerns of feminism precisely because those concerns are not central to the text. Similarly, while it is possible to subject the case to a Marxist analysis, this does not work, firstly, because the situation does not bear intimately on central Marxist concerns about power, class, etc. and, secondly, because both the author and the reader are invited to adopt the standpoint of appellate judges within a legal system, some of the ideological and institutional as-pects of which are taken for granted in ways that Marxists are concerned to attack or at least to question.
For me, it is highly significant that The Case of the Speluncean Explorers works quite well in regard to some of our stock of theories of and about law, but does not work so well for others. It indicates a key point of difference between Fuller's conception of Jurisprudence, as expressed in this text, 6 and my own. To put it bluntly, for the sake of succinctness, Fuller's case-study, and theories that fit it well, exhibit the classic symptoms of what Jerome Frank called "appellate court-itis," in this case treating a hard case on a question of law as paradigmatic of legal theorizing. It is revealing that some central ideas of Fuller, Dworkin, and critical scholars (and their critics) who debate about legal interpretation and even some brands of Economic Analysis of Law fit the case quite easily. These have at least some shared concerns and issue is joined.
Given time I would argue that the positivisms of Hart and Kelsen and even Holmes sit less easily precisely because the root concerns of positivism are not about how appellate judges and their satellite functionaries should reason or choose. 6 2 I would also argue that American Legal Realism is caricatured by Fuller for similar reasons. In my view, it is a common fallacy to interpret the Realists as being solely or even primarily concerned with appellate court judging." One move away is to broaden our concerns to include disputed questions of fact, as Frank suggested, or to extend this to all important decisions in litigation, as has been done by those who view litigation as a complex total process in which contested trials and appellate decisions are in practice exceptional events. But if one's view of law extends beyond appellate courts to trial courts, and beyond trial courts to pre-trial and post-trial events, and beyond litigation to dispute prevention and resolution, and beyond these to the kind of pervasive transnational phenomenon that is illustrated by the newspaper exercise, then a conspectus of legal theories that uses a case study set in the peculiar institutional context of a common law appellate court will not do. It is too narrowly focussed, too unrepresentative, and too culture-bound to provide a basis for capturing a balanced overview of the range of general questions that need to be asked and tackled as part of a general understanding of the subject-matter of the discipline of law.
It is just because The Case of the Speluncean Explorers illustrates a view of Jurisprudence that I am concerned to attack that I continue to use it in teaching the subject. The fact that it also suggests that studying the subject can be fun is a bonus. In this context, my purpose has been twofold. First, I have tried to illustrate how the development of quite simple intellectual procedures for questioning texts in a disciplined way can yield results in terms of economy, purposiveness, and I hope, insight. Secondly, the case for developing ways of broadening the range of standard materials of law study is really part of a plea for a broader, richer, and more systematic vision of our discipline. My view of what constitute worthwhile materials of law study stems from my view of legal theory as embracing a vast range of important issues at a number of levels of generality. On this foundation, I rest my case. [Vol. 24 Valparaiso University Law Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 [1988] 
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II. Law Reports H: Less Orthodox Readings
The law reports tend to be over-emphasized in legal education in respect of orthodox reading, at the expense of other materials of law study. On the other hand, they are also an under-exploited resource in terms of other purposes and methods of analysis. The following is a sample of alternative modes of reading and using law reports.
A. Reconstructing the arguments in a single case (E.g., charting the structure of the arguments in R. v. Allen, HTDWR, at 256) . See also HTDWR, at 235-65.
B. Analyzing the conditions of doubt giving rise to disagreement or doubt about the law
Objective -to diagnose in depth why there was a doubt or dispute about the law in a past case.
What?
-the reported opinion(s) (and, if available, summary of arguments of counsel and/or the briefs).
Why?
-as a preliminary to reconstructing the arguments in the case -to analyze the case in depth as raw material for constructing an argument on a point of law -for some other purpose
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